
     

Volkswagen in India: A DDB India Case Study 

 

Challenges for Volkswagen:  

When you are the 18
th
 brand to launch into a market, you have to hit the ground running.  

 
Volkswagen was a late entrant into the Indian car market. By 2009, when it started making cars in India 
on a large scale, most other Western car brands had been in the country for over five years; and the 
Japanese car brands had been here for at least ten. They had awareness levels in the double digits. Our 
was miniscule in the category. We were a brand in a hurry to catch up. 
 
We weren‟t just late. We had other problems.  
 
We wanted to be a mass premium player. Indian, Japanese and Korean brands had built strong 
relationships with the middle of the Indian market over the years. But European brands hadn‟t. Previous 
poor experience had left questions about their commitment to India, their after-sales service and their 
appropriate-ness for local conditions. Europeans cars might be great on the autobahn, but were they 
tough enough for Indian roads? 
 
There was also the question of money. India is a big market and Indian car brands spend big money. In 
2008, the total advertising investment in the car category was a whopping 986 crore rupees (Source: 

Symosys MAP). Getting even 10% of that would be too much for us. If we couldn‟t outspend the competition, 
we‟d have to out think them.  
 
Finally, there was a question of consistency. Volkswagen was so committed to India that it wanted to 
have six different models available for Indian buyers by the summer of 2010, with more to come after that. 
But such variety posed a challenge – what would unite all these different models together?    
 
The challenge, therefore was to make a big noise on a small budget with a single story that would weave 
together multiple models. We had to go from 0 to 60 in twelve months. What could get us there?  
 
 

The Strategic approach to face the challenge:  
 
The Volkswagen brand is defined globally using three words: Responsible, Valuable, and Innovative. 
Each of these characteristics is essential to what makes Volkswagen, well, Volkswagen. Taken together 
they form a rich and complex brand identity that has proved successful the world over. To replicate that 
success in India, we knew that all our communications would have to match up against all three of these 
values. But would they have to match up against all three at the same time?  
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Doing one thing well 
Have you ever tried to catch three balls at once? Almost impossible. But all of us can catch one ball if it is 
thrown at us. And we can even catch three balls if they are thrown at us one at a time. We decided to 
follow the same logic. Rather than establish the full complexity of the Volkswagen brand identity all at 
once, we would introduce the brand‟s values sequentially, one at a time. Nothing we would do would 
contradict any of the brand‟s values, but we would focus on one above all. We‟d do one thing well.  
 
Innovation and Talk Value 
But which of Volkswagen‟s brand values would we highlight? The brand‟s primary objective was to get 
noticed and talked about. So which of the brand‟s core values would make the most buzz – and inspire us 
in our buzz-making? Volkswagen chose Innovation as the value to rally round. It‟s an inherently 
interesting topic, the sort of thing that instantly creates conversation. Given our need to get noticed fast, 
Talk Value was not just a „nice to have‟, but strategically vital. But the Innovation platform was useful in 
another way. It‟s a provocation to a creative department. There are few things more inspiring than a 
marketing director challenging his agency to “come on and surprise me with something new!” 
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It was agreed that all Volkswagen communications, for whatever model or brand activity, would 
communicate a sense of the brand‟s commitment to Innovation. In later years we would introduce other 
aspects of the brand, but in the launch period, we would do one thing well. We would stand for 
Innovation.  
 

The Communication strategy:  
 
To get the awareness levels we needed, we had to think big. So we innovated BIG.  
 
India’s first newspaper road block 
On 11

th
 November, 2009, we introduced India to Volkswagen with a major innovation. We bought every 

ad in the Times of India. Every single one. It had never been done before, and it instantly communicated 
the ambition and commitment Volkswagen had in India. In the ad spaces, we had an opportunity to 
discuss our approach to innovation, our range of products and our fantastic new factory at Pune – the 
media and the message combined to deliver a stunningly innovative introduction to Volkswagen.   
 
Having established the brand‟s vision, we then had to introduce people to four new models in seven 
months (New Beetle & Touareg in December 2009, New Polo in March 2010, and Phaeton in April 2010). 
All these cars had very different strengths and were aimed at very different buyers. We had to ensure that 
they were all united by a consistent voice, and a consistent commitment to innovation.  
 
An innovative approach to segmentation 
The Beetle is undoubtedly one of the most unique automobiles created by Volkswagen. Thus it was 
essential to launch the New Beetle in India in the most unique manner possible. We developed an 
innovative approach to segmentation, and instead of selling to men, targeted successful and affluent 
women as the buying audience. The New Beetle was launched as a fashion icon and not as just another 
car. The TVC created a stir because instead of showcasing the car we poked fun at fashion conscious 
women.   
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We developed a stylish and sexy positioning for the car - “It‟s Official. Curves are back.” - and an outdoor 
innovation that was as sexy and stylish as the Beetle. At an important junction in Mumbai‟s Bandra area, 
an eight-section hoarding was erected, with each panel showing a different section of the car. The panels 
were initially covered up, but day by day a new panel would be revealed in a sort of poster „strip-tease‟ 
until, by the eighth day, the Beetle could be seen in all its glory.  
 
An innovative display of Touareg’s power 
The Touareg is an SUV that dominates the road. It makes mincemeat out of even 45 degree hills. This 
was the perfect excuse to develop an innovative creative approach to demonstrate this innovative feature.  
 
We created a dummy Touareg attached it to the outside of a building, to give the impression that it was 
climbing vertically. The innovative approach intrigued passersby and garnered widespread press 
attention. Digitally, we took the idea of 45 degree climbing further, developing a rich media banner ad that 
unleashed an animated Touareg which would then descend (at a 45 degree angle, of course) through the 
text of the page you were reading.  
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World’s first cut out newspaper 
We wanted to make sure that everyone knew that though Polo was a German car, it was made in and for 
India. Therefore, we had to embed the car in the Indian media. We took the idea literally. Almost too 
literally.  
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Working with the Times of India, we became the first brand in the world to cut a hole in a newspaper for 
marketing purposes. We punched a Polo-shaped hole in each copy of your morning newspaper. Inside 
the „newspaper with a hole‟ you could read about each of the innovative India-appropriate features of the 
Polo. Digitally, we used innovative banner ads to take people on a virtual tour of India, passing through 
famous sites and clearly communicating Polo‟s Indian-ness in an interesting and innovative way.  
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World’s first ‘handwritten’ newspaper 
Phaeton is Volkswagen‟s most luxurious model. In a world of mass produced vehicles, the Phaeton is 
exquisitely hand crafted. To bring this alive in an attention-grabbing and innovative way, we worked with 
the Hindustan Times on an innovative approach to a media partnership. For one day only, each page of 
the paper was printed in a different font, to make it look as if it had been written out by hand rather than 
printed by a printing press. To the best of our knowledge, this has never been done anywhere in the world 
before.  
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The commitment to innovation has continued for the rest of the year with a constant stream of interesting 
and innovative activities. Some of the most innovative campaigns actually fall outside the time period of 
this paper. But already by June 2010, Volkswagen had begun to stand for Innovation in the eyes of the 
Indian car buying public.  
 

The results:  
 
The result of the communication has been overwhelming. We had been tasked with doubling brand 
awareness, establishing a reputation for Innovation, and delivering full capacity for the Pune factory. 
 
All three objectives were met by the combined campaign.  
 

 Awareness jumped exponentially and crossed the client‟s objective.  

 By June 2010, our reputation for being a brand that „makes innovative cars‟  

 In the period from June 2009 to June 2010, we sold record breaking cars, with substantial orders 
coming in for the higher priced Passat and Jetta models, as well as the more affordable Polo.  
     

 
It seems that the marketing campaign has been responsible for the success of Volkswagen, and the 

cementing of its reputation for innovation in India. Many of the traditional levers of marketing were 

unavailable to us, or even acted against us.  

Product: Volkswagen make very good cars, and work extremely hard to create innovations for everybody. 

In a sense, the cars „sell themselves‟. But until India was told about these innovations, they could not be 

appreciated.  

Placement: Widespread distribution can sometimes create success for a brand by itself. This was not an 

advantage that Volkswagen had, having only 36 dealerships in India by the end of June 2010.  
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Pricing: Volkswagen prides itself on offering value for money. But a commitment to being Valuable does 

not mean that it is cheap. All Volkswagen cars are sold at a considerable premium against other cars in 

their class, and we didn‟t run any so we can discount price advantages as a reason for the brand‟s 

success.  

Promotion: For such a big launch, at so late a date, you might have expected Volkswagen to try and 

„outshout‟ its competition. In fact, the opposite was the case. Volkswagen‟s total share of voice was only 

9% of the mass-premium market in the 12 months from June 2009. By using innovative marketing 

campaigns and leveraging the power of word of mouth, we were able to radically increase the efficiency 

of our spend, and generate stella results without wasting money.   
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